DATASHEET

BACKSTOP
INTEGRATOR
BOOST PRODUCTIVITY & MULTIPLY INSIGHTS
WITH END-TO-END DATA INTEGRATION

THE CHALLENGE
Your teams use dozens of systems to do their work; those

systems run the gamut from research to reporting. Unfortunately,
this explosion in multi-system usage can result in siloed data

KEY BENEFITS

silos, you are constantly at risk for not having the most accurate,

• Work from a single source of truth
that draws on all your
data sources

fingertips, which can result in missing critical information about

• Increase efficiency and productivity
through automation

across your organization. With information scattered across

complete, and timely information about your portfolio at your
prospective investment targets or, worse yet, being found

negligent with your portfolio or investing recommendations.

CONNECTION IS CRITICAL
To gain both a broad and deep view of your investment universe,

you need to connect information across disparate systems in real-time.
With end-to-end, automated integrations, Backstop will serve as your

• Improve decision-making by
ensuring complete, accurate, and
up-to-date data
• Enhance information sharing
and team collaboration
• Ensure that institutional knowledge
is retained and readily accessible

ensures that you are aware of changes to your existing and prospective

DESIGNED FOR THE
NEEDS OF INSTITUTIONAL
INVESTORS, INCLUDING:

significant events at the investment level. You will have confidence

• Investment consultants
and advisors

single source of truth. Comprehensive information at your fingertips
managers as they occur, and that you have immediate insight into

at all times that the information you are using to make key decisions
is complete, accurate, and up-to-date.

• OCIOs
• Pensions
• Institutions
• Funds of funds
• Endowments and foundations
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THE SOLUTION
BACKSTOP INTEGRATOR empowers you to connect your diverse systems and applications with
the Backstop platform, breaking down silos so data can flow freely within your organization. Over
1,000 prebuilt connectors enable instant integration with any data source, whether that source
resides on-premise or in the cloud. Data can be synced between systems, automatically loaded
into Backstop, and enriched for easy accessibility. By creating a seamless connection between your
systems and applications, you will be able to drive even more value from your Backstop platform,
putting your entire universe of data within your reach.

GAIN INSTANT ACCESS
Through Backstop Integrator, you can track and access information across multiple applications
from within the Backstop platform. For example, when monitoring a fund manager, you
could have recurring questionnaires automatically ingested into Backstop to trigger alerts for
investigation. These alerts can be delivered via text, Slack, email, or any other means. You
can also deepen your quantitative monitoring by automating the ingestion of custodial data
and shadow your expected performance versus accounting systems. Or, you could simply
automate the upload of information you are tracking in Excel to auto-populate multiple entities
in Backstop. All documents related to the manager are instantly accessible through Backstop,
giving you back valuable time to research and diligence managers and ensuring that you do not
miss any relevant data that could impact your decisions.
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ENHANCE TEAM COLLABORATION
The teams within your organization use different systems and store information in different
ways. This can make it challenging to share information and collaborate. With Backstop
Integrator, data is automatically funneled into Backstop from these disparate systems and
enriched so that anyone in your organization can access the information they need – regardless
of who originally created the data or what system they were working in. Alternatively, data from
Backstop can be designed to feed external systems so you can be sure that all systems are
kept in harmony. With complete data always at hand, collaboration is simplified.

RETAIN INSTITUTIONAL KNOWLEDGE
Whenever a person leaves your firm, you run the risk of losing important institutional knowledge.
For instance, someone might have been responsible for keeping certain data up-to-date, but the
process they used to do so exits with them. Or, someone who set up a legacy integration years
ago might retire, so if the integration fails, you have to spend a lot of time and effort recreating the
integration. With Backstop Integrator, these risks disappear. By pulling all data automatically into
the Backstop platform, Integrator ensures that processes can run uninterrupted, no matter how the
makeup of your staff might change over time. As integrations evolve or need to be fixed, Backstop
handles all the maintenance for you.

INCREASE EFFICIENCY
Because Backstop Integrator breaks down data silos across your organization, you gain the
opportunity to streamline or automate workflows and processes to increase your overall productivity
and efficiency. Of key importance, by automating data ingestion across systems, Backstop Integrator
removes the need for your staff to load data into the Backstop platform. For example, quarterly
information from managers is usually manually compiled from emails, ad-hoc calls, spreadsheets,
and other non-standardized formats — a very time- and resource-intensive task. With Backstop
Integrator, a recurring questionnaire can be disseminated to managers that enable fund information
to be effortlessly collected and automatically uploaded into Backstop. This not only gives time back
to your staff, but also has the additional benefit of eliminating human error, which can be costly in
both money and reputation if you were to make an ill-informed decision.

OBTAIN BETTER INSIGHTS
One of the greatest benefits Backstop Integrator delivers is
better insights. By connecting data from across your organization
within the Backstop platform, you have a single source of truth
that gives you a reliable, timely, comprehensive view of your
world. This empowers you to make informed decisions that drive
positive outcomes.
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BACKSTOP INTEGRATOR AT A GLANCE
Manager Research
and Monitoring

• Automate the intake of periodic Manager questionnaires &
ongoing diligence forms
• Set up activity alerts based on your preferences and enhance
team collaboration with tools like Microsoft Teams, Slack and
Sharepoint
• Enhance what you know about Managers through networking
tools like LinkedIn
• Manage the onboarding and periodic monitoring process using
Productivity tools
• Allow synchronization with tools used by other teams like
Salesforce, Dynamics and more

Integrations for
Ongoing Vehicle
Monitoring

• Automate the ingestion of custodial data and statements
• Reconcile against accounting platforms
• Visualize and enhance reporting by integrating your quantitative
data with other reporting tools like PowerBI or Tableau
• Connect data-to-data warehouses like Snowflake
• Sync data across other portfolio management applications

LEARN MORE: Please contact your Relationship Manager or Client Care.
ABOUT BACKSTOP SOLUTIONS
Because every minute matters, Backstop’s mission is to help the institutional investment industry use time to its fullest
potential. We develop technology to simplify and streamline otherwise time-consuming tasks and processes, enabling our
clients to quickly and easily access, share, and manage the knowledge that’s critical to their day-to-day business success.
Backstop provides its industry-leading cloud-based productivity suite to investment consultants, pensions, funds of funds,
family offices, endowments, foundations, private equity, hedge funds, and real estate investment firms.
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backstopsolutions.com
info@backstopsolutions.com
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